
Cyberpunktrek! 

 

Across 

7 Eustace lopped off part of retreating mammal (7) 

8 Banks of the Zambezi held back by dancer's pole? 
That's weird (7) 

10 31 across's trainer's greeting to prosecutor (4) 

11 What's the difference between gamma and 
epsilon? (5) 

12 Jerry Lee Lewis, for example, or one of his 'Great 
Balls of Fire' ? (4) 

13 Actor Herbert accepting space station is supple (6) 

15 Satisfy court, or falsify? (6) 

17 Slippery customer appearing in Jerry Lee Lewis 
retrospective (3) 

19 The globe used to rotate rapidly, they tell me (5) 

20 Separator from someone beginning to walk (5) 

22 Old priest is 8 (3) 

25 12 28's Pavel - revolutionary, initially very cool 
revolutionary (6) 

27 Playground equipment observed in present tense 
first? (6) 

28 12 seeks regular employment for long journey (4) 

30 12 dropping article around midweek? Bull (5) 

31 Saint is high above globetrotter in 12 5? (4) 

32 The Cosmic Balance is on the lines of "A Quiet 
Place" (7) 

33 Plant fibre holding constant to right a craft lost in 
20 (number 2) (7) 

Down 

1 Mythical bird holds childish backside, say - like one 
of those lost in 20 (7) 

2 12, say, in Virginia (4) 

3 Force with sacred sound those fond of, for 
example, 12 28 (6) 

4 12 28 Captain, initially, has 12 points, by the way (6) 

5 Conflict as 12 28 drive son to usurp prince (4) 

6 Betrayal destroyed Star One (7) 

9 Double 50 in ice cream container (5) 

14 12 28 second-in-command, initially, parking in 
buffet (5) 

16 Agency clerk could provide a vehicle (5) 

17 Japanese period during which poem was written 
up? (3) 

18 Closed without 22 parts - could be mind-blowing 
(3) 

21 Start giving woman's family pickled cucumber (7) 

23 Enemy of the 15 elevating boy with second part of 
28 (5) 

24 Hidden net where the dubious surf? (4,3) 

26 Knights' protection thing dropped by guests (6) 

27 The brightest 12 of knight, myself, me and you (6) 

29 Potassium to irritate 12 28 captain, initially (4) 

31 12 5 princess brought up Spanish article written by 
AI (4) 

 


